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Gated spontaneous emission and four-wave-mixing signals are expressed using a mixed
time-frequency representation of the fields~Wigner spectrograms! and of the material response
functions. Well-separated and overlapping pulses are described using two-sided~noncausal! and
one-sided~causal! spectrograms, respectively. Pump–probe and fluorescence spectra are recast in an
anologous form which facilitates the direct comparison of the underlying microscopic dynamics.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!01935-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear optical signals are usually calculated either
the time domain or in the frequency domain. A correspo
ing time or frequency representation of the radiation field
adopted in each case, and the material response is give
either its nonlinear response functionsS(n), which depend on
n time variables, or susceptibilitiesx (n), which depend onn
frequency variables, respectively. These two mathematic
equivalent descriptions are related byn21 dimensional Fou-
rier transforms.1–4 Time-ordered expansions of the optic
response functions maintain various degrees of bookkee
of the time ordering of the interactions with the incomin
fields. The density matrix provides a complete time orderi
whereas expansions based on the wave functions only m
tain a partial bookkeeping~within the bra or the ket!. Such
bookkeeping is redundant in the frequency domain, wh
the order of the various interactions is not controlled and
orderings need to be taken into account. This is why thenth
order susceptibilities containn! times more terms than th
response functions, to account for all possible permutati
of the incoming fields. The time-domain description is mo
suitable for impulsive measurements using very short pul
whereas stationary measurements conducted with monoc
matic beams are naturally described in the frequency
main. Experiments involving finite pulses require a hybrid
the two representations. Consider, for example, pump–pr
spectroscopy.5–9 We would like to interpret such measur
ments in the following intuitive manner: The pump create
nonequilibrium wave packet which then undergoes some
namics~vibrational motions, curve-crossing, bond-breakin
etc.!, until it is finally detected by the probe. This simp
picture, which further allows a classical or a semiclassi
interpretation, poses some fundamental questions: How
we relate this evolution to the characteristics of the pu
and the probe? How to take into account properly
frequency-time uncertainty in the excitation and detect
stages?, and how to interpret these measurements whe
pump and the probe overlap in time? The same type of q
tions apply also to the description of time- and frequen
resolved fluorescence measurements,10–12 whereby the role
J. Chem. Phys. 107 (11), 15 September 1997 0021-9606/97/107(11
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of the probe in controlling the temporal and the spect
characteristics of the signal is played by the gati
device.13,14

In this paper we develop an intermediate mixed tim
frequency representation of spontaneous and coherent
linear optical signals induced by pulses of arbitrary sha
and duration. By representing the various fields us
Wigner spectrograms we obtain a clear physical picture
interpolates between the frequency domain and the impul
limits. Heterodyne-detected four-wave-mixing is discuss
in Secs. II and III; the simpler case of well-separated t
pulse pairs is analyzed in Sec. II, and extension to the g
eral pulse configuration is given in Sec. III. Formal expre
sions for time- and frequency-resolved spontaneous emis
are derived in Sec. IV. Similar to the heterodyne-detect
case, the sequential configuration with a well-separated
is considered first in Sec. V, and expressions for the gen
case are given in Sec. VI. Finally, our results are discusse
Sec. VII.

II. HETERODYNE MEASUREMENTS INVOLVING
NONOVERLAPPING PAIRS OF PULSES

We consider a material system subjected to the opt
electric field

E~r ,t !5(
j 51

4

@Ej~ t !exp~2 iv j t1 ik j•r !

1Ej* ~ t !exp~ iv j t2 ik j•r !#. ~2.1!

HereEj (t) is the complex amplitude~analytical signal!15 of
the j th field with central frequencyv j and wave vectork j .
Fields 1, 2, and 3 interact with the system and create
third-order polarizationP(3), which generates the signa
field. Field 4 does not interact with the system; instead
interferes with the signal field, prior to its detection, to crea
the heterodyne signal7,16,17

Shet5ImE dtE4~ t !P~3!~ t !. ~2.2!

Expanding the polarization to third order in the incomin
field results in
4165)/4165/7/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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4166 Shaul Mukamel: Wigner spectrogram representations
Shet5ImE
2`

`

dtE
2`

t

dt3E
2`

t3
dt2E

2`

t2
dt1

S~3!~ t,t3 ,t2 ,t1!E4~ t !E~t3!E~t2!E~t1!, ~2.3a!

with the third-order response function

S~3!~ t,t3 ,t2 ,t1!

5 K S i

hD 3

@@@V~ t !,V~t3!#,Vt2#,V~t1!#L . ~2.3b!

Here the time dependence ofV(t) is determined by the
purely molecular Hamiltonian~H! with no fields

V~ t !5exp S i

h
Ht DV expS 2

i

h
Ht D . ~2.3c!

The various third-order techniques differ by the choice of
signal wave vectorks56k16k26k3 . For brevity we did
not expand the fieldE into its modes in Eq.~2.3a!. This must
be done in specific applications which require the selec
of a particular wave vectorks for the signal.

Many techniques employ partially time-ordered pulse
quences. A common case involves the application of a
of pulses~E1 andE2!, and the signal generated by the thi
pulse (E3) is finally detected using the heterodyne (E4)
pulse. The pulses in each pair~E1 , E2! and ~E3 , E4! may
overlap temporally, however the two pairs are well se
rated. Typical examples of techniques carried out in t
mode include transient gratings, CARS, and pump–pro3

The calculation and interpretation of the signal in this cas
simpler than the most general case, whereby all pulses
overlap. We shall therefore consider it first and defer
treatment of the general pulse configuration to the next s
tion. The temporal overlap of the pulse pairs results in ad
tional contributions to the signal known as coherent artifa
which do not have a simple classical interpretation.

The analysis of nonlinear measurements may be fa
tated by adopting a joint time-frequency~spectrogram! rep-
resentation for the fields. The concept of a spectrogram
be traced back to Wigner, who recognized its utility since
early days of quantum mechanics.18,19 The amplitude of a
wave functionc(x) represents the probability of finding
particle at a given point, whereas its phase is related to
momentum. Wigner proposed to represent the state of
system by the phase-space quasiprobability distribution

r~q,p!5
1

2p\ E dxc* ~q2x/2!c~q1x/2!expS i

h
pxD .

~2.4!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No
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The information contained in the phase of the wave funct
is now introduced through the momentump variable. This
remarkable distribution allows us to treat quantum dynam
in phase-space while retaining the complete quantum c
acteristics of the system. In the classical limit it reduces
the classical phase-space distribution. The same idea ca
translated to the time-frequency domain. The time-depend
phase of an electric fieldE(t) can be expressed using a fr
quency variable. Given two fields, we define the spect
gram, which represents their joint spectral and temporal p
file.

W j̄ k~ t,v![E
2`

`

Ej* ~ t2t/2!Ek~ t1t/2!exp~ ivt!dt.

~2.5!

~Throughout this article, an index with an overbar, e.g.,j̄ ,
represents the complex conjugated fieldEj* .! Such spectro-
grams are commonly used in the visualization of acou
signals20–22 and have more recently been adopted to opti
fields as well.14,23–30Unlike the field itself, the spectrogram
can be measured by nonlinear correlation techniqu
Progress in pulse shaping, with control over both envelo
and phase of optical fields,24,31,32 makes such a represent
tion very attractive for the description of coherent radiati
processes.33,34 The temporal~spectral! integrals over the di-
agonal spectrograms~with j 5k! give the spectral~temporal!
power spectra of the field:

E dv

2p
Wj j̄ ~ t,v!5uEj~ t !u2;

E dt Wj j̄ ~ t,v!5uEj~v!u2. ~2.6!

For well-separated pulses, the upper limit of thet2 inte-
gration in Eq. ~2.3a! may be changed fromt3 to `; this
allows us to separate the integration variables into two in
pendent pairs (t1 ,t2) and (t3 ,t). Making use of Eq.~2.5!,
Eq. ~2.3! can then be recast in the form14,35

Shet5E E E E dv1dv2

2p2p
dt1 dt2W4l~v2 ,t2!

Shet
0 ~v2 ,t2 ;v1 ,t1!Wk j~v1 ,t1!, ~2.7a!

with
Shet
0 ~v2 ,t2 ;v1 ,t1!5Im E

0

`

dt1E
0

`

dt2 exp~ iv1t11 iv2t2!

3 K S i

\ D 3

@@@V~ t21t2/2!,V~ t22t2/2!#,V~ t11t1/2!#,V~ t12t1/2!#L . ~2.7b!
. 11, 15 September 1997
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4167Shaul Mukamel: Wigner spectrogram representations
Here, j ,k,l assume the values 1, 1,̄ 2, 2̄, and 3, 3̄. Shet
0 is an

ideal snapshot spectrumcorresponding to pulses wit
sharply defined frequency and time. It contains all the m
lecular information necessary for the analysis of measu
ments conducted with realistic pulses; the actual signa
obtained by convoluting the snapshot spectrum with the fi
spectrograms@Eq. ~2.5!#. In this form the distinct roles of the
spectral and temporal profiles of the pulses and of the
lecular response are clearly separated. It should be noted
despite the integrations over time and frequency variab
the heterodyne signalShet still depends on frequency an
time parameters~not specified here! which characterize the
pulse spectrograms.21,23,36

III. THE GENERAL HETERODYNE SIGNAL

The main technical difficulty in evaluating Eq.~2.3! is
disentangling the multiple time integrations and break
them into simpler factors involving fewer integrations. T
that end we perform the following change of time variabl
We shall retain thet2 and t3 variables and replacet by s3

5t2t2 andt1 by s25t22t1 . The integration limits of the
new variabless2 ands3 are from 0 and̀ , independent of the
other variables; this makes it possible to factorize the ti
integrals. We thus have

Shet5E
2`

`

dt3E
0

`

ds3E
2`

t3
dt2E

0

`

ds2

3S~3!~t31s3 ,t3 ,t2 ,t22s2!E4* ~t31s3!

3El~t3!Ek~t2!Ej~t22s2!. ~3.1!

Here j ,k,l run over all indices of 1, 1̄, 2, 2̄, and 3, 3̄.
The finite (t3) limit of the t2 integration makes it im-

possible to factorize the integrations using the Wigner sp
trograms defined earlier. This is, however, feasible if we
troduce different, one-sided, spectrograms21,23,36

Wjk
6~t,v!5E

0

`

ds Ej~t6s!Ek~t!exp~2 ivs!, ~3.2a!

with the inverse transform

u~s!Ej~t1s!Ek~t!5E Wjk
6~t,v!exp~ ivs!dv. ~3.2b!

The ordinary Wigner spectrogram is not causal; its value
times t depends on the field at all earlier and later times.
contrast,W1 and W2 are causal and depend on the fiel
only at later or earlier times, respectively.

Upon the substitution of these definitions in Eq.~3.1!, it
assumes the form

Shet5Im E
2`

`

dt3E
2`

t3
dt2E dv2E dv3

Shet
0 ~t3v3 ;t2v2!W4l

1~t3 ,v3!Wk j
2~t2 ,v2!, ~3.3a!

with
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No
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Shet
0 ~t3v3 ;t2v2!

5E
0

`

ds3E
0

`

ds2 exp~ iv3s31 iv2s2!

3 K S i

\ D 3

@@@V~t31s3!,V~t3!#,V~t2!#V~t22s2!#L .

~3.3b!

This form is formally very similar to Eqs.~2.6!, which only
hold for well-separated pulses. It is possible to introduc
unified definition of causal and noncausal Wign
transforms21

Wjk~t,v;s!

5E dsEj~t1ss!Ek@t2~12s!s#exp~2 ivs!, ~3.4!

s51/2, 1, 0, then give the ordinary~noncausal! W, W1, and
W2, respectively.

IV. TIME- AND FREQUENCY-GATED SPONTANEOUS
EMISSION

We consider a molecular system driven by exter
fields and characterized by the time-dependent polariza
operator P̃(t). The system emits a radiation field; P̃(t)
which is detected using a temporal followed by and a sp
tral gate.13,37 The time-gating process involves mixing th
emitted field with a second field,Et , creating the frequency
sum signal field ~fluorescence-up-conversion!.13,14,38 Et

transmits the field only for a short time interval center
aroundt0 , resulting in the gated field

E8~ t !5Et~ t;t0!P̃~ t !, ~4.1!

where Et(t;t0) is the temporal transmission function. Fo
lowing the up-conversion process, the field is passed thro
a spectral gating device~a spectrometer!, which transmits
energy in a specific frequency interval centered at some
lected frequencyv0 , as given by its spectral transmissio
function Fs(v;v0). The gated field now becomes

E~v!5Fs~v;v0!E8~v!. ~4.2!

HereE8(v) andE(v) are the fields before and after passi
through the gate. We shall denote them the bare and
gated signal, respectively. Equation~4.2! can be recast in
time domain using the convolution,

E~ t !5E
2`

`

Fs~ t2t1 ;v0!E8~ t1!dt1 . ~4.3!

For reasons of causality,Fs(t;v0) must vanish identically
for t,0. Combining Eq.~4.1! and Eq.~4.3!, we obtain for
the gated field,39

Est~ t !5E
2`

`

dtFs~ t2t;v0!Et~t;t0!P̃~t!. ~4.4!

The detected signal, which depends parametrically onv0

andt0 , is given by the integrated intensity of the gated fie
. 11, 15 September 1997
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4168 Shaul Mukamel: Wigner spectrogram representations
Sst~ t0 ,v0!5E dtuEst~ t !u2. ~4.5!

Putting all of these together yields

Sst~ t0 ,v0!5E dtE dt1E dt2

Fs~ t2t1 ;v0!Fs* ~ t2t2 ;v0!

3Et~ t1 ;t0!Et* ~ t2 ;v0!^P̃~ t1!P̃~ t2!&. ~4.6!

To highlight the joint role of the temporal and spectr
profiles of the fields we shall recast this result in a differe
form. Making the change of variables:t̄5(t11t2)/2; s5t1

2t2, and introducing the Wigner function for the time gat

Wtt~ t̄,v;t0!5E ds Et* ~ t̄2s/2;t0!Et~ t̄1s/2;t0!, ~4.7!

Eq. ~4.5! assumes the form

Sst~ t0 ,v0!5E dtE dt̄E dsE dv exp~ ivs!

3Fs* ~ t2 t̄2s/2;v0!Fs~ t2 t̄1s/2;v0!

3Wtt~ t̄,v;t0!. ~4.8!

We next introduce the Fourier transform of the spectral g
amplitude

Fs* ~ t2 t̄2s/2;v0!Fs~ t2 t̄1s/2;v0!

5E E dv1 dv2 Fs~v1 ;v0!Fs* ~v2 ;v0!

3exp@ i ~v12v2!~ t2 t̄ !1 i ~v12v2!s#. ~4.9!

The t integration can now be performed, resulting
d(v12v2). We finally obtain

Sst~ t0 ,v0!5E dt̄E dv1Fst~ t̄,v;t0 ,v0!S0~ t̄,v1!.

~4.10!

Here

S0~ t̄,v1!5E dŝ P̃~ t2s/2!P̃~ t1s/2!&exp~ iv1s!,

~4.11!

and

Fst~ t̄,v;t0 ,v0!5E dv1uFs~v1 ;v0!u2Wtt~ t̄,v12v8;t0!.

~4.12!

S0( t̄,v1) is thebare autocorrelation signalcorresponding to
an ideal infinitely resolved gating both in time and fr
quency, andF(t8,v8;t0 ,v0) is the joint gate function tha
depends on the transmission functions of both the spe
and time gates, as well as the order in which they are app
Common models for the gate functions were introduced
displayed in Ref. 14. The bare signal is not positive defin
and it may even assume negative values. The gated sign
contrast, is written as a squared amplitude~of the gated field!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No
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F(t8,v8;t0 ,v0) is usually localized in both time and fre
quency. An ideal time gate,F(t8,v8;t0 ,v0)5d(t02t8),
yields the time-resolved signal,

I auto~ t0![E S0~ t0 ,v!dv5uP̃~ t0!u2, ~4.13a!

whereas an ideal spectral gate,F(t8,v8;t0 ,v0)
5d(v02v8), gives the frequency-resolved signal,

I auto~v0![E S0~ t0 ,v0!dt05uP̃~v0!u2. ~4.13b!

Note, however, that it is not possible to construct an id
temporal and spectral gate, F(t8,v8;t0 ,v0)
5d(t02t8)d(v02v8), since it violates the fundamental un
certainty of Fourier transformsDvDt>1.

The gated signal can be alternatively recast in the fo

Sst~ t0 ,v0!5E dv1uFs~v1 ;v0!u2Sst
0 ~ t0 ,v1!, ~4.14a!

with

Sst
0 ~ t0 ,v1!5E dt̄E dvWtt~ t̄,v12v,t0!S0~ t̄,v!,

~4.14b!

Sst
0 being the up-conversion signal obtained with an id

spectral gate. Note that the time and frequency argumen
Wtt satisfy the uncertainty relationDvDt.1. Fst also takes
into account the finite spectrometer bandwidth and the
certainty is no longer transform-limited (DvDt.1).

These results form the basis for the analysis presente
the following section, where we expand the polarization p
turbatively in the pump field and derive a mixed tim
frequency expression for the signal. As in the case of hete
dyne detection, we shall first consider the simpler situat
whereby the gate is temporarily well separated from
pump. Proceeding along the same lines of Sec. II we ob
a compact closed expression for the signal. The more gen
case of arbitrary timing of the gate will be considered in S
VI.

V. FLUORESCENCE UP-CONVERSION WITH A WELL-
SEPARATED TIME GATE

Spontaneous light emission~SLE! at short times con-
tains a direct scattering~Raman! contribution, and a long-
time fluorescence component. When the gate does not o
lap temporally with the pump, the Raman contribution
negligible and the calculation is greatly simplified.40 Expand-
ing the polarizationP̃ to first order in the pump we obtain

^P̃~ t1!P̃~ t2!&5E
2`

t1
dt1E

2`

t2
dt2

^V~t1!V~ t1!V~ t2!V~t2!&E~t1!E~t2!. ~5.1!
. 11, 15 September 1997
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4169Shaul Mukamel: Wigner spectrogram representations
For a well-separated gate, we can change both upper inte
tion limits to `. Making the rotating wave approximation
Eq. ~4.10! can then be recast in the form

SSLE~ t0 ,v0!5E E E E dt dv dt8 dv8

3Fst~ t,v8;t0 ,v0!S̄~ t,v;t8,v8!

3W1̄1~ t,8v8!, ~5.2!

with the bare~snapshot! spectrum

S̄SLE~ tv;t8v8!5E
0

`

dsE
0

`

ds8 exp~ is8v81 isv!

^V~ t81s8!V~ t1s!V~ t2s!V~ t82s8!&
~5.3!

S̄ represents an emission spectrum att, v induced by an
ideal pump (E1), which is infinitely sharply defined both in
frequency and in timeW1(t8,v8)5d(t82t0)d(v82v0).
Even though such a pulse is unrealistic, the bare spectru
extremely useful since the actual spectrum is simply
tained by convoluting it with the actual Wigner spectrogra
of the pump. As in Sec. II, we have expressed the sig
using ordinary~two-sided! rather than one-sided spectr
grams. This representation is closely connected with the c
sically intuitive doorway/window picture of sequenti
pump–probe or spontaneous emission spectroscopy.3,35

VI. FLUORESCENCE UP-CONVERSION WITH AN
ARBITRARY GATE

When the gate is not well separated from the pump
may proceed in an analogous manner to our analysis of
erodyne detection in Sec. III and derive general express
for the signal in terms of a one-sided joint Wigner spect
gram representing the gate and the pump fields. This form
obtained in the Appendix. In this section we adopt a differ
route. We first separate the signal into three components
resenting specific time orderings of the fields. This will res
in a less compact expression than that of the Appen
However, this expression now depends on the pure Wig
spectrograms of the pump and the gate, which makes
physical origin more transparent.

We start with the following form@see Eq.~4.14a!#

SSLE~ t0 ,v0!5E dv1uFs~v1 ;v0!u2SSLE
0 ~ t0 ,v1!. ~6.1!

SSLE
0 represents the spectrum for an ideal spectral gate

SSLE~ t0 ,v1!5E dt1E dt2^P̃~ t1!P̃~ t2!&

3Et~ t1 ;t0!Et* ~ t2 ;t0!

3d@ t2~t11t2!/2#exp@ iv1~ t12t2!#. ~6.2!

This expression can be recast in the form40

SSLE5SSLE
I 1SSLE

II 1SSLE
III 1c.c., ~6.3a!

where
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No
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SSLE
I ~ t0,v1!5E dtE

2`

t

dt3E
2`

t3
dt2E

2`

t2
dt1

3E1~t1!E1* ~t2!exp@ iv1~ t2t3!#

3^V~t2!V~t3!V~ t !V~t1!&Et~ t;t0!

3Et~t3 ;t0!, ~6.3b!

SSLE
II ~ t0 ,v1!5E dtE

2`

t

dt3E
2`

t3
dt2E

2`

t2
dt1E1* ~t1!

3E1~t2!exp@ iv1~ t2t3!#

^V~t1!V~t3!V~ t !V~t2!&Et~ t;t0!Et~t3 ;t0!,
~6.3c!

SSLE
III ~ t0,v1!5E dtE

2`

t

dt3E
2`

t3
dt2E

2`

t2
dt1E1* ~t1!E1~t3!

3exp@ iv1~ t2t2!#^V~t1!V~t2!V~ t !V~t3!&

3Et~ t;t0!Et~t2 ;t0!. ~6.3d!

This result can also be obtained by combining Eqs.~9.10b!
with ~5.28! of Ref. 3 and adding the time gate to each ter
@The spectral gate can be simply added at the end using
~6.1! and we will not consider it any longer.# Proceeding
along the lines of Sec. III, we change variablest5t31s;
t15t22s1 and obtain

SSLE
I ~ t0 ,v1!1SSLE

II ~ t0 ,v1!

5E
2`

`

dt3E
0

`

dsE
2`

t3
dt2E

0

`

ds1E1~t22s1!E1* ~t2!

3Et~t31s;t0!Et~t3 ;t0!exp~ iv1s!,

@^V~t2!V~t3!V~t31s!V~t22s1!&

1^V~t22s1!V~t3!V~t31s!V~t2!&#, ~6.4a!

SSLE
III ~ t0 ,v1!5E

2`

`

dt3E
0

`

dsE
2`

t3
dt2E

0

`

ds1

3E1* ~t22s1!E1~t3!Et~t31s;t0!

3Et~t2 ;t0!exp@ iv1~t32t21s!#

3^V~t22s1!V~t2!V~t31s!V~t3!&. ~6.4b!

These results can be recast using one-sided Wigner func

SSLE
I ~ t0 ,v1!1SSLE

II ~ t0 ,v1!

5E
2`

`

dt3E
2`

t3
dt2E dv3E dv2W11

2 ~t2 ,v2!

3Wtt
1~t3 ,v12v3 ;t0!F~t3 ,v3 ;t2 ,v2! ~6.5a!
. 11, 15 September 1997
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4170 Shaul Mukamel: Wigner spectrogram representations
SSLE
III ~ t0 ,v1!

5E
2`

`

dt3E
2`

t3
dt2E dv3E dv2W11~t2 ,v2!

3W1t
1~t3 ,v12v3 ;t0!F8~t3 ,v3 ;t2 ,v2!. ~6.5b!

Here

F~t3 ,v3 ;t2 ,v2!5E
0

`

dsE
0

`

ds1 exp~ iv3s2 iv2s1!

3@^V~t2!V~t3!V~t31s!V~t22s1!&

1^V~t22s1!V~t3!V~t31s!V~t2!&#,

~6.6a!

and

F8~t3 ,v3 ;t2,v2!5E
0

`

dsE
0

`

ds1 exp~ iv3s2 iv2s1!

3^V~t22s1!V~t2!V~t31s!V~t3!&.

~6.6b!

SI1SII represent a sequential process~pump-first, gate-later!.
Consequently, they depend separately on the pu
spectrogram which describes the preparation of an exci
state wave packet, and on the gate spectrogram which re
sents the ‘‘window’’ through which the system is probe
Only the coherentSIII ~Raman-type! contribution depends on
the joint field-gate spectrogram. This is to be contrasted w
the equivalent expression given in the Appendix, which d
not keep track of the time ordering and depends solely on
joint pump-gate spectrogram.

VII. DISCUSSION

In this article we showed how both heterodyne-detec
four-wave mixing and gated spontaneous emission may
expressed in terms of Wigner spectrograms of the incom
fields and the gate. Sequential optical processes that ca
represented by two pairs of well-separated pulses are g
by noncausal~two-sided! spectrograms. More generally
however, the signals depend on one-sided~positive or nega-
tive! causal spectrograms that maintain the necessary b
keeping of time ordering.

Pump–probe spectroscopy is a special case
heterodyne-detected four-wave mixing. The technique
volves only two pulses: the pump~1! and the probe~2!. In
this case the probe serves also as the heterodyne field.
probe differential absorption is then given by Eqs.~2.7! and
~3.3! provided we substitute 1 for the indicesj andk, and 2
for the indicesj and 4. Comparing these with Eqs.~5.2! or
~6.5! illustrates the close formal connection between the
scription of pump–probe and spontaneous light emiss
spectroscopies.39 Both techniques are expressed using~dif-
ferent! combinations of four-point correlation functions o
the material system: Both depend on a pump field. The
ing field in SLE plays a very similar role to the probe
pump–pulse spectroscopy. Sequential measurements
ducted with nonoverlapping pulse pairs have an obvi
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No
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classical interpretation in terms of preparation, evolutio
and detection stages. For overlapping pulses the signals
more complicated. However, in either case they may be
pressed using Wigner spectrograms of the fields. Vari
methods are now available to measure optical electric fie
~both amplitudes and phases!.24,16,17 The spectrograms pro
vide a convenient way for visualizing these fields and inc
porating explicitly the roles of their spectral and tempo
profiles in the resulting signals. Recent applications dem
strated how Wigner spectrograms can be used in the stud
the role of electronic correlations in semiconductors16 and
conjugated polyenes,30 and the nature of exciton dynamics
biological complexes.30 Mixed time-frequency representa
tions should also be helpful in the analysis of higher ord
measurements41–43 involving multiple sequences of pulses.
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APPENDIX: NON-TIME-ORDERED EXPRESSION FOR
GATED SPONTANEOUS EMISSION

Expanding Eq.~4.11! to second order in the pump, an
substituting in Eq.~4.14b!, gives

SSLE
0 ~ t,v!5E dt1E dt2E

2`

t1
dt1E

2`

t2
dt2

^V~t1!V~ t1!V~ t2!V~t2!&

3E1~ t1!Et* ~ t2!E1~t1!E1~t2!

3d@ t2~ t11t2!/2#exp@ iv~t12t2!#. ~A1!

Introducing the time variablest15t12s1 ; t25t22s2 , we
obtain

SSLE
0 ~ t,v!5E dt1E dt2E

0

`

ds1E
0

`

ds2

^V~ t12s1!V~ t1!V~ t2!V~ t22s2!&

3Et~ t1!Et* ~ t2!E1~ t12s1!E1~ t22s2!

3d@ t2~ t11t2!/2#exp@ iv~ t12t22s11s2!#.

~A2!

Defining

F~ t1v1 ;t2v2!5E
0

`

ds1E
0

`

ds2 exp~ iv1s11 iv2s2!

3^V~ t12s1!V~ t1!V~ t2!V~ t22s2!&,

~A3!

we have

S̄~ t1v!5E dt1E dt2E dv1E dv2d@ t2~ t11t2!/2#

3exp@ iv~ t12t2!#F~ t1v1 ;t2v2!

3W1t
2~ t1,v1!W1t

2~ t2,v2!. ~A4!
. 11, 15 September 1997
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4171Shaul Mukamel: Wigner spectrogram representations
This form only depends on the joint Wigner spectrogram
the pump and the gate.

W1t
2~ t,v![E

0

`

ds Et~ t !E1* ~ t2s!exp~ ivs!. ~A5!

This spectrogram attains a simple form when the pump
the gate are temporally well separated. To see that we
write exp(ivs)5exp@ivt2iv(t2s)#. For well-separated pulse
we can change the lower integration limit to2` and obtain

W1t
2~ t,v!>Et~ t !E1~v!exp~ ivt !. ~A6!

Using this form, the present expression reproduces the
sults of Sec. V, which were given in terms of the separ
pump and the gate spectrograms.
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